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ABSTRACT In the propagation and spread of Buddhism throughout Asia, jātaka and avadāna narratives played a decisive role, both in the form of texts and iconographical representations. In this paper I will focus on another set of narratives which enjoyed great popularity in the Dūnhuáng area during the later Tang and Five Dynasties period, dealing with historical projections concerning the origin and transmission of Buddhism. In this stories, “Auspicious Statues” (ruìxiàng 瑞像) play a key role. These “living” statues were thought to have moved from Indian monasteries to Khotan and other regions, serving as agents of the transmission of the Dharma in these areas. Besides reflecting religious key concern during that period, the historical narratives on the spread of Buddhism also give witness to the close diplomatic and family relations between Dunhuang and the Kingdom of Khotan during that period.
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Introduction

In the propagation and spread of Buddhism throughout Asia, narratives played a decisive role, both in the form of texts and iconographical representations. Many of the popular stories are extant in various textual

---

1 This article represents the state of research of July 2015. Since then several important publications have appeared, most notably the two monographs Zhāng Xiǎogāng 2015 and Jiǎng Jiāhuá 2016.
and visual forms, and frequently a complex interplay between these two media can be observed.

After the introduction of Buddhism to China, the accounts and depictions of the selfless acts of the Buddha in his countless former lives (jātaka)—during which he accumulated merit sufficient to be reborn as Śākyamuni and gain enlightenment—and the great deeds of other Buddhist heroes described in the avadāna texts enjoyed tremendous popularity. These types of stories initially also played a main role in the transmission of Buddhism to Central Asia and China, judged by the frequency of their translations and extant iconographical representations in Buddhist caves and other sites. However, from the early Táng onwards, one can observe a certain decrease of interest in the depiction of jātakas and avadānas in the Chinese context, paralleled by the rise of new types of narratives based predominantly on popular Mahāyāna sūtras. From the mid-Táng period onwards, these so-called Sūtra Transformation Tableaux (biànxiàng) became the dominant visual genre in the Mògāo caves of Dūnhuáng. As Neil Schmid observes:

Understood as spaces reflecting lay-oriented rituals, the caves participated in the larger, vernacular changes in the medieval religious landscape in China in which transformations in ritual practice and beliefs rendered the divine more accessible to the general populace. Dunhuang caves provide

---

2 In the early art of Dūnhuáng, large multi-scenic jātaka tableaux were frequently painted on the main walls of the caves. From mid-Táng times onwards, they usually were merely depicted as detail of the complex Sūtra Transformation Tableaux (similar to the mentioning of only the title or a key event in textual sūtra material, jātakas were then often represented and referenced to with a single scene).

3 In this paper, references to the Dūnhuáng Mògāo caves are abbreviated with D-MG, Yùlín caves with YL.
examples of these developments in exceptionally vivid and concrete terms. (2006, 177)\(^4\)

However, other sets of narratives also appeared on the walls of the Mògāo caves during the Late Táng and Five Dynasties periods. These ‘historical’ narratives have so far received somewhat less scholarly attention and mainly deal with the transmission of Buddhism from India to Central Asia and China. Many of the stories focus on historical projections concerning the origin and transmission of Buddhism, and reflect important concerns during the later part of the Táng and Five Dynasties periods. These imaginations on transmission and conversion processes, as evidenced on the murals of Dùnhuáng, coincide with the emergence of sectarian transmission histories in the context of the Tiāntái and Chán schools (this will be shortly discussed below). Several kinds of material, reflected both in manuscripts and in Dùnhuáng wall paintings, are extant and topics include the transmission histories of ‘Auspicious Statues’ (\textit{ruixiàng} 瑞像), stories on conversion and the protection of the Dharma, the establishment and localization of Buddhism in China, and the travels and deeds of important monks and missionaries.\(^5\) In this paper, my focus will be on the Auspicious Statues narratives and the role of Khotan (Yútiān 于闐) in many of the stories. These historical projections on the transmission and development

\(^4\) These ‘vernacularization’ tendencies are also observable in the development of new genres, such as the Transformation Texts (\textit{biànwén} 變文) and Sūtra Lecture Texts (\textit{jiāngjīng wén} 讲經文) preserved among the Dùnhuáng manuscripts; in addition, from the tenth century onwards the (semi-)vernacular language was systematically adopted for the dialogue texts of the Chán School.

\(^5\) For a rough overview of these topics, see Sūn Xiūshēn 2000, 240–242. In Dùnhuáng, in addition to depictions of the Auspicious Statues and the founding legends of Khotan, many narratives include stories of conversion (frequently including the motive of \textit{nāgas}, powerful snake-like beings, being converted to Buddhism) or accounts of the great deeds of Buddha, his disciples, or Indian, Central Asian, and Chinese monks.
of Buddhism in Khotan do not only indicate religious and iconographical developments, but also actual sociopolitical concerns in the relationship between these two important areas along the Eastern part of the Silk Road. In addition, I will shortly discuss additional evidence concerning aspects of the close Khotan—Dünhuáng relations, such as founding myths and protective deities.

**The Localization of Buddhism in the Tarim Basin and China**

Locations associated with key events in the life of Buddha were of great concern for Chinese pilgrim monks traveling through the Tarim Basin and to Central Asia and India. Many popular narratives were directly related to these locations. Travel accounts would frequently be organized geographically and according to the travel routes of the pilgrims visiting these places as well as those locations they ‘heard about’ during their journeys. The popularity of stories related to specific regions in Buddha’s biography, as evidenced in the manuscripts and depictions of Dünhuáng, also gives witness to the great influence of these travel diaries and accounts.⁶

Besides the stories on important key locations in Buddha’s career, other narratives directly deal with the movement and ‘localization’ of Buddhism in the Tarim Basin and China proper. In these stories, statues from India and Gandhāra play a key role and often constitute the very means of the transmission of Buddhism. Famous examples are the localization of

---

⁶ For an excellent study of narratives in the pilgrims’ accounts (with a focus on Fǎxiǎn 法顯), see Deeg 2005.
‘High-speed’ transmission to Mt. Niútóu; the caption reads:

此牛頭山像從耆山(＝闍崛山)履空而來  ‘This image at Mt. Niútóu (Oxhead Mountain) came from Gṛdhra-kūṭa (‘Vulture Peak’), it came through treading the air.’ This describes the transmission process and the emplacement of the deity by means of its ‘double’ in the form of a statue. As in the case of many other stories, the emphasis on speed/immediacy is noteworthy.

Reproduced from Sûn Xiûshên 2000, 88, ill.69.
Buddhism on Oxhead Mountain (Niútou shān 牛頭山) or Mañjuśrī’s arrival at Wǔtái Mountain (Wǔtái shān 五台山).

Common to these sets of narratives is a preoccupation with movement and localization. The emphasis on ‘flying’ seems to be especially significant in the transmission between distant locations which could only be reached by considerable efforts and by crossing dangerous mountain ranges and deserts. Indeed, we do not know whether the envoy in the following passage had the luxury of the statues flying abilities in mind when he noted down the following:

“I shall go as far as Śacū [i.e., Dūnhuáng] making a difficult journey in forty-five days on foot, which with power to fly in the air I had done in one day.”

---

7 From mid-Tǎng onwards, Mt. Wǔtái depictions in Dūnhuáng became more frequent, and were related to the increasing popularity of the Mañjusrī (Wénshū 文殊) cult. D-MG 61 contains a monumental ‘map’ of the mountain and its numerous temples and monasteries. For a recent study, see Cartelli 2012; for a reproduction of the map, see Sūn Xiūshēn 2000, 202–207; for iconographic compositions of Mañjusrī with the King of Khotan, see, for example, D-MG 220 (reproduced in ibid., 196, ill. 171).

8 The Oxhead Mountain depicted in the Dūnhuáng caves refers to Gośṛṇga, a mountain in the area of Khotan. As Mauro Maggi has pointed out (personal communication), Gośṛṅga lit. means ‘Oxhorn,’ while ‘Oxhead’ is Gośīrṣa. Both names applied to the same hill in the area of Khotan (see also Lévi 1905, 258; Stein 1907, 605–606; Emmerick 1967; Deeg 2005, 87). Oxhead Mountain depictions developed into an important iconographic genre at the Mògāo and Yúlín caves, and were an ideal medium for visualizing the Buddhist ‘sacred geography’ of India, Khotan, and China within the same depiction/tableau, as such symbolizing the transmission of Buddhism to China via Khotan (for a short overview of four types of Oxhead Mountain iconography, see Sūn Xiūshēn 2000, 83–100). Oxhead Mountain depictions usually included a depiction of Oxhead Mountain, surrounded by representations of Buddhist narratives from India, Khotan, and China. Another famous Oxhead Mountain, not related to the translocation of the Auspicious Statues, is situated in today’s Jiāngsū 江蘇 Province, south of Nánjīng 南京, and was the location of the assembly of the Chán monk Niútōu Fáróng 牛頭法融 (594–657).
There is something wonderful about someone in the distant past imagining that he could fly from Dunhuang to Khotan. For those who could not fly but went on horseback, the journey from Khotan to Dunhuang took eighteen days. (Hansen 2005, 40)

The Auspicious Statues

In Dūnhuáng, ruìxiàng 瑞像 or so-called ‘Auspicious Statues’ depictions prospered between the mid-Tàng and the Northern Sòng periods. As it seems, there is no direct counterpart of this term in Indian material. It is characteristic for the images that they are originally related to specific locations (typically in India and Gandhāra), have specific features and powers, and have been relocated (to Khotan or China) in order to spread the Dharma. As we are informed by captions and manuscript texts, many of them were airborne and flew to the Oxhead Mountain in Khotan. As such, they were the ideal medium of transmission. The background of their appearance in Dūnhuáng is indeed not quite clear but it is certain that the close contacts between Khotan and Dūnhuáng must have played an important role in this development.

---

9 Based on an unpublished paper by Prods Oktor Skjærvø, “Perils of Princes and Ambassadors in Tenth-Century Khotan”.

10 During the period of Tibetan rule in Dūnhuáng (787–848), Auspicious Statues were depicted rather infrequently (e.g., D-MG 231, 236, 237; however, D-MG 231 contains one of the most complex Auspicious Statues arrangements, including detailed caption texts; see Soymié 1984, 80f.).

11 According to Liú Yǐng (2010, 16), the topic of Auspicious Statues (including narratives on buddhas, bodhisattvas, Heavenly Kings, etc.) was originally imported from Khotan. Most of the topics of the stories were based on Indian narratives and iconography, as well as local deities of Khotan. According to the author, the appearance of Auspicious Statues in Tibet can be directly related to Khotan (which came under the control of Tibetans in 791).
extant iconographic material on Auspicious Statues in the Khotan area, a direct comparison is not possible; instead, their development must be reconstructed based on the many depictions in Dūnhuáng as well as manuscript material and historical writings. Many narratives concerning these statues seem to be based on accounts of pilgrims visiting Indian and Central Asian sites and reporting on images and their powers at specific locations. However, Dūnhuáng seems to be the earliest location with extant depictions of a variety of these images, often grouped together and embedded in or interacting with other iconographic elements. The extant Auspicious Statues in Dūnhuáng are not the statutes themselves, but painted representations of statues, including buddhas, bodhisattvas, and other Buddhist heroes.

Since the walls of the main rooms of the caves in Dūnhuáng were usually reserved for the large Transformation Tableaux from the early Táng Dynasty onwards, Auspicious Statues were regularly depicted on the walls of the Buddha niches (fókān pō 佛龕坡), and, from the Late Táng onwards, also on ceilings of the entrance corridors (yǒngdào 甬道) to the caves. At the height of Khotan-Dūnhuáng relations, they were even integrated in the programmatic Oxhead Mountain depictions of the main walls. Therefore, the Auspicious Images directly reflect the increasing significance of the diplomatic and family ties between the two locations.

However, this assumption is problematic since there is no clear archaeological evidence of Auspicious Statues in Khotan. The question of transmission of Buddhist iconographic motifs is notoriously difficult to deal with.

---

12 The statues of the Buddha niches are frequently not preserved; as such, it is difficult to establish a possible relation between the painted Auspicious Statues depictions and the statues of the niches.

13 E.g., Yúlín Cave 33. This complex Oxhead Mountain depiction will be dealt with in a forthcoming study.
Master Narrative and Mirror Stories

The Udayana Buddha Image

The master story concerning Auspicious Statues is based on accounts of kings contemporary to Śākyamuni, Udayana 優填王 and Prasenajit 波斯匿王, according to various sources. The two kings were said to have been early supporters of Buddha’s community. Eventually, they were attributed with the creation of the first image of Śākyamuni.14 According to the Auspicious Statues manuscripts, the Udayana story about the creation of the first Buddha statue goes as follows:

Śākyamuni Buddha ascended to the 33rd Heaven in order to preach the Dharma to his mother who—because of her untimely death right after the birth of her son—was unable to hear the proclamation of the Dharma after his enlightenment. Buddha did not say farewell to Udayana, and the young King of Kauśāmbī thereupon was overwhelmed with separation anxiety and became fatally ill. One of the foremost disciples of Śākyamuni,

14 The Udayana story can be found in the Ekottarāgama sūtra (Zēngyī āhán jīng 增一阿含經, T.2, no.125: 706a), as are two scriptures on image-making, the Fōshuō zuò Fó xìngxiàng jīng 佛說作佛形象經, The Sūtra Spoken by the Buddha on Producing Images of the Buddha (T.16, no.692: 788; translator unknown; Tibetan versions of this scripture on the merits of image making are extant), and the extremely short Fōshuō zàolì xìngxiàng fúbào jīng 佛說造立形象福報經, Sūtra Spoken by the Buddha on the Retribution of merit Concerning the Production of Images. However, the main source of the various Auspicious Images narratives seems to be travel accounts, such as the Account of the Eminent Monk Fǎxiǎn (Gāosēng Fǎxiǎn zhuàn 高僧法顯傳, T.51, no.2085) and the Records of the Western Regions of the Great Táng Dynasty (Dàtáng xīyù jì 大唐西域記, T.51, no.2087). I am not aware of any direct Indian parallel to the Udayana story. There is a similar story concerning King Prasenajit ordering the production of a golden image of the Buddha (for an overview of these stories and their variations, see Wenzel 2011, 275f.).
Mahā-Maudgalyāyana,\textsuperscript{15} used his supernatural powers and sent artists up to Heaven in order to visit the Buddha. The artists made sketches of Śākyamuni and brought them back, consequently modeling a sandalwood statue of the sage. The King was delighted and venerated the statue, thereby recovering from his illness. Later on, when Śākyamuni returned from Heaven, the statue indeed paid homage to him.\textsuperscript{16} When the Buddha became aware of the effect the statue exercised on the faithful, he instructed Ānanda to promote the veneration of images as an important method for the propagation of the Dharma.

The famous story of the Udayana image is depicted several times in the Mògāo caves from the middle of the Táng Dynasty onwards. In D-MG 231 (mid-Táng), Śākyamuni is depicted dressed in monks’ robes and standing on a Lotus pedestal. The caption has the following Chinese text:

中天竺憍焰彌國寶檀刻瑞像

The Auspicious Image of Kauśāmbi of Middle India, carved on precious sandalwood.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{15} Maudgalyāyana, one of the foremost ten disciples of the Buddha, was known for his skills in performing miraculous deeds. He is the hero of many Buddhist stories, and in China he enjoyed special popularity as the main protagonist of the Yūlānpén jīng 盂蘭盆經, the ‘apocryphal’ Ullambana Sūtra, which became the basis of the yearly Ghost-festival, still celebrated in East Asia every year, in order to ensure a good rebirth for one’s parents. The topic was also expanded on in drama and popular literature. In this text, Mūlián 目連 (as he is usually referred to in China) shows his great filial devotion to his mother by descending to Hell and trying to save her from the tortures there (finally achieving her rebirth as a dog).

\textsuperscript{16} The scene of the statue venerating Śākyamuni is depicted in the mid-Táng caves D-MG 231 and 237, Late Táng cave D-MG 9 (ceiling of entrance tunnel), and the Sòng cave D-MG 454 (entrance tunnel).

\textsuperscript{17} If not otherwise indicated, the translations are the author’s.
This caption is also recorded in a manuscript text among the Dūnhuáng findings, the Zhū Fó ruìxiàng jì 諸佛瑞像記, *Records of the Auspicious Buddha Statues* (for a short discussion, see below). Another depiction of around the same period can be found in D-MG 237 as well as in the Late Táng cave D-MG 9. The Sòng Dynasty cave D-MG 454 contains the scene of Šākyamuni instructing Ānanda on the significance of statues.

The mid-Táng cave D-MG 231 actually shows the interesting motif of Šākyamuni being greeted by his own statue after returning from Heaven; indeed, it indicates that the statue had developed a life of its own, able to
act independently of its ‘origin.’ The statue even engages in a dialogue with the Buddha.

Tracing the path of the traveling Udayana Buddha images in the form of sandalwood statues has not only aroused the interest of modern scholars, but also exercised great fascination in earlier times. The Zhāntán fóxiàng jì 詹檀佛像記, Record of the Sandalwood Buddha Statue, for example, traces accounts of a statue until the year 1316. The short text is basically divided into three parts. The first part includes a very concise Buddha biography, mentioning his birth (matching the dates with those of the rule of a Zhōu 周 Dynasty king), the rebirth of Buddha’s mother in Tuṣita Heaven, and his abdication of the throne and renouncing home (again providing reference to the dates of the rule of a Zhōu king). Then the text turns to the story of King Udayana, introduced by the remark that Buddha ascended to Heaven in order to repay the kindness of his mother (as such, the important motif of filial piety is also emphasized):

八年辛卯。思報母恩。遂升忉利天。以爲母説法

In the eighth year [of the rule of King Mù 穆 of Zhōu 周, 967 BCE], the xīnmǎo 年, he thought of repaying the kindness of his mother and consequently ascended Tuṣita Heaven in order to expound the Dharma for his mother.

A concise account of the Udayana story is provided, mentioning that both the king and the general populace venerated the statue brought back from Heaven (guówáng chénmín fèng zhī 國王臣民奉之). In the second part,

18 See for example Davis 1997, 1998; Carter 1990; McNair 1994; Wu 1996; Charleux 2009 and 2011 (studying the sandalwood statues in the Mongolian context); Warner 2008 (Tibetan sandalwood images); and McCallum 1998 (Japanese sandalwood images).
the statue greets the returning Buddha, who makes a prediction about
the future of the statue, mentioning its importance for the spread of the
Dharma to China:

此像躬迎低頭問訊，佛為摩頂授記曰，我滅度千年之後，汝從震旦廣利人天。

This statue welcomed [the Buddha] in person, lowered its head (i.e.,
bowed) and saluted him. The Buddha touched its forehead and made the
following prediction: “1000 years after I have vanished [into nirvāṇa] you
will greatly benefit men and gods from [the location of] Zhèndān (i.e.,
China).”

The third part of the text provides a list of places the statue ‘dwelled’ in
(jū 居; including the time periods) before it reached its present location
of Shèng’ān Monastery 圣安寺.¹⁹ This text on the Udayana Statue enjoyed
great popularity and was consequently translated into Uighur (not extant),
and later from Uighur into Tibetan.

Mirror Stories

Whereas the ‘original’ narrative of the first Auspicious Statue became
very popular throughout East Asia, there are also several versions in
which various narratives are transferred to other ‘statue protagonists.’
All in all, approximately three dozen different Auspicious Images were
depicted in the Mògāo caves. Among these, the story of the Auspicious

¹⁹ For an edition of the text, see Kudara 2004, 153; for a map tracing the movement of the
statue, see ibid., 154 (including an overview of time periods).
FIGURE 3 Auspiricious Statue of Maitreya (D-MG 231, mid-Tʻang; adapted from Sʻun Xiūshēn 2000, 61, ill. 44): 天竺白銀彌勒瑞相 - The Auspicious Statue of the 'Silver-Maitreya' of India.

FIGURE 4 Auspicious Statue of Avalokiteśvara (D-MG 72, Five Dynasties; adapted from Sʻun Xiūshēn 2000, 63, ill. 46): 觀音菩薩瑞相紀 - Record of the Auspicious Statue of Guānyīn (Avalokiteśvara) Bodhisattva (The original statue was supposedly situated in Gandhāra).
Christoph Anderl

Statue of Maitreya is of special significance in the context of transmission narratives. Xuánzàng heard about this story in Udyāna (烏仗那國) during his travel through northern India (home of the famous monk Fótúchēng 佛圖澄, 232–348 CE). Indeed, Xuánzàng interpreted the transfer of the Maitreya image to the east as the very beginning of the transmission process of Buddhism to the East. In his travel account, he states:

自有此像法流東派

From when there was this statue (i.e., since the existence of this statue), the Dharma emanated throughout the East. (T.51, no.2087 Dàtáng xīyǔ jì 大唐西域記, 884b15)

Furthermore, there is the Sūtra of the Oral Teachings of Maitreya [?] in one fascicle. Does this correspond to the six sūtras? Question: “From which sūtra is [the term] ‘(White) Silver Maitreya’ extracted from?” Answer: “The Sūtra of the Compassion of All Omniscient Luminous Sages Who Possess the Causes and Conditions of Compassion in Not Eating Meat, T.3, no.183] says: ‘The golden color of Maitreya emits a (white) silver light. The yellow golden ornament is like a mountain of white silver. There is this text only. It does not contain [reference to] ‘color of white silver.’” I am not quite sure whether I understand this passage properly. Probably, the point is that ‘Silver-Maitreya’ is a misleading name, since the statue is of golden color, and only the light it emits is perceived as silver-colored. As such, the author of the above text emphasizes that there is no textual basis for ‘color of white silver’ (白銀色) with reference to Maitreya.

20 There are actually two ‘Silver-Maitreya’ statues in cave D-MG 231; supposedly, the painting in Dúnhuāng is based on an image of the Indian Mahābodhi Monastery. There is only one exact match with the phrase 白銀彌勒 in CBETA, appearing in the Milē jīng yóuyì 彌勒經遊意 (T.38, no.1771: 272b5–7); in the text, the very question of the textual origin of a ‘Silver Maitreya’ is posed!

復有彌勒口教經一卷。若爾合六經耶。問。白銀彌勒出何經。答。一切智光明仙人慈心因緣不食肉經云。彌勒金色放白銀光。明。黃金校飾。如白銀山。唯有此文。無有白銀色。
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Xuánzàng’s statement shows his great concern with transmission processes and their historical rationalization in a consistent narrative.\textsuperscript{21}

**Dūnhuáng Manuscripts on Auspicious Statues**

Among the extant manuscript findings in Dūnhuáng, there are texts directly related to the Auspicious Statues in the Mògāo caves, entitled *Zhū Fó ruìxiàng jì* 諸佛瑞像記, Records of the Auspicious Statues of the Buddhas (short: Records).\textsuperscript{22} These actually appear to be a collection of short records on the various statues, sometimes as short as the caption texts attached to many Dūnhuáng paintings of the statues, occasionally with a short summary of the story or stating some features of the statues. The statues described in the various manuscripts overlap, but there are differences concerning phrasing and descriptions as well as the selection of statues listed. Since iconographical representations of all statues listed in the manuscripts are extant in the Mògāo caves in Dūnhuáng, it is very

---

\textsuperscript{21} Of course, a golden Buddha image also plays a key role in another important transmission story, describing the ‘initial transmission’ of Buddhism to China at the time of the Hán Emperor Míng. The legend is recorded in a collection of Miracle Tales, the *Míngxiáng jì* 冥祥記, written during the latter part of the fifth century by Wáng Yǎn 王琰. The Emperor had a dream about a golden image; an envoy was sent to the West to fetch the statue and place it in the White Horse Temple, Báimǎ sì 白馬寺. The story of the beginning of Buddhism in China was incorporated in numerous historiographical texts and Chinese Vinaya commentaries.

\textsuperscript{22} I interpret *zhū* 諸 as plural marker here rather than meaning ‘all.’ The longest version is preserved on ms. Stein 2113; other manuscripts on Auspicious States include mss. Pelliot 3033 verso, Pelliot 3352, and Stein 5659. For a critical edition and a very useful annotated translation of sections of the manuscripts, see Soymié 1984. For a recent edition of the manuscripts and a comparison with Dūnhuáng Mògāo caption texts, see Zhāng 2012. Stein 2113 and Stein 5659 were also digitized and critically edited in the Ghent Database of Medieval Chinese Texts (public version forthcoming).
likely that the records were fabricated by visitors of the caves (or maybe even constituted some kind of manual for the painters of the statues). The extant copies of the manuscripts also postdate the appearance of the Auspicious Statues theme in Dùnhuáng; as such, this order of causality is more likely than the assumption that the captions were produced based on these manuscript texts. In addition, the manuscripts often use the technical term shí 時 ‘time of > scene,’ referring to specific moments of the narratives depicted in the caves. In a recent study, Zhāng Xiăogāng (2012) systematically compared the manuscripts with extant caption texts of the Mògāo caves (See the comments on the Table below).

Since many of the Auspicious Statues as depicted in the caves hinted at ‘new’ narratives, without established features at the time when they were introduced as new iconographical elements of the caves, it might have been especially important to explicitly identify them through the addition of text (of course, there is an abundance of descriptive cartouches on a variety of Mògāo paintings). In the manuscripts on Auspicious Statues, we also find notes on basic features of the statues, as recorded on Stein 2113, for example.

Khotan as “Landing Sites” of Indian Buddhist Statues

In the manuscripts, the stories with Khotan as destination of the flying statues receive special attention, and many images are said to have moved there from a location in India. In many instances, the motion through the air is mentioned. The short passage below (Ill. 5) reads as follows:

釋迦牟尼佛從舍衛國騰空於國城住
Śākyamuni was soaring through the air from Śrāvastī and settled at Khotan.

Illustration 6 shows a passage of the manuscript including a short narration of the master story, preceded by another passage, describing a ritual in which the Khotanese King is bathing an Auspicious Statue.²³

于闐王河浴佛瑞像。身丈鈞。仗錫持鉢。畫形而立。

佛在天。叉王[=優填王]思欲見。乃/令/目健(犍)連曰：三十二匠往來天圖佛。令匠取各一相。非[=飛]從降下。²⁴

其檀乃迎本形禮拜。其像乘雲下來 /

The King of Khotan is bathing the Auspicious Statue of the Buddha. Its size is more than one zhàng. [The Buddha holds] a monk’s staff and a [alms’] bowl. He is depicted standing. /The statue is naked and standing up./²⁵

When Buddha was in Heaven, King Udayana wished to see him. He therefore ordered Mūlián, saying: 32 craftsmen [should] go to Heaven and make a drawing of the Buddha. He ordered each craftsman to fetch an image, and to descend flying. The sandalwood [Statue] thereupon met its

---

²³ It is also noteworthy that the short descriptions are separated from each other by markers in the form of ‘⸣’.

²⁴ I have interpreted 非 ‘is not’ as phonetic loan for 飛 ‘to fly;’ otherwise the passage does not make much sense.

²⁵ A tentative punctuation is added; ‘/’ indicate the sections which are written in small characters, usually providing information on special iconographic features of the statues.
FIGURE 5  (left) Passages from Stein 2113; (c) The British Library.

FIGURE 6  (right) Passages from Stein 2113; (c) The British Library.
original form (i.e., Śākyamuni in person) and bowed [to him]. /This statue [is depicted] descending by riding a cloud. /

Khotan as a Center of Buddhism

The earliest reports of Khotan as a Buddhist center were made by the famous pilgrim Fǎxiǎn 法顯 in 400 (Mair/Skjærvø 2011). However, as early as 282 the Chinese monk Zhū Shìxíng 朱士行 stayed in Khotan for an extended period, searching for a Prajñāpāramitā (‘Perfection of Wisdom’) text, finally sending the Pañcaviṃśatisāhasrikā back to China (see also Deeg 2005, 53; Zürcher 1972, 61-63). According to him, at that time Khotan was dominated by ‘Hīnayānists,’ followers of the ‘Small Vehicle,’ contrary to the report of Fǎxiǎn about 100 years later, emphasizing the important role of Mahāyāna there. Khotanese monks were active in the translation of important sūtras into Chinese, and Chinese monks frequently visited Khotan in order to obtain Sanskrit originals as the basis for their translations. Furthermore, the famous Sūtra of the Wise and Foolish (445) is said to have been originally heard by Chinese pilgrims in Khotan when Khotanese monks proclaimed it.26 A scripture on the merits of the fabrication of Buddhist images was brought to Luòyáng 洛陽 and translated by the Khotanese monk Devaprajñā (Kumamoto 2012, 144). Another Khotanese monk, Śikṣānanda, translated the important Avatāmsaka and the Laṅkāvatāra sūtras. In the seventh century, Khotan also became a center of dhāraṇīs (Buddhist spells) and was probably a major source for their transmission to China.27

26 For a very good study on the textual history of the work, see Mair 2012.
27 For an exhaustive list of Buddhists texts from Khotan, see Kumamoto 2012, 147-149, while Maggi 2009 provides a recent study on Khotanese literature.
Among the historiographical narratives depicted in Dūnhuáng, Khotan plays an important role, emphasizing its significance for the spread of Buddhism to the East. It is not only the destination of Auspicious Statues traveling through the air, carrying with them the Buddha-Dharma; additionally, depictions of Khotanese Buddhist legends and its protective deities were very popular iconographic themes in the Mògāo caves. These narratives are not only found in Dūnhuáng wall paintings and manuscripts but also in Tibetan texts28 and, to a certain degree, in archeological remains of Khotan itself.

There is also evidence that Khotan by no means regarded itself as ‘periphery’ in terms of Buddhist activities. On the contrary, in addition to being one of the most important commercial centers along the Silk Road (renowned for the best-quality jade in the world), the area was of great significance for the dissemination (and sometimes also compilation and creation) of Mahāyāna scriptures, and was a center of Buddhist literary activity. Indeed, an important feature of Khotan’s Buddhist identity was the eventual claim that the Buddha visited the place in person;29 for pious believers, this story catapulted Khotan to one of the original locations in the biography of Buddha. In this story, too, movement through air plays an important role:

These legends do indeed tell of the Buddha visiting Khotan. In one version, he flies over from Vulture’s Peak to hover above the lake that covered Khotan in ancient times, before descending to rest upon a lotus


29 For a thorough study of the founding legends of Khotan, see Deeg 2016, 114-139.
throne in the middle of the lake. Other legends also brought to Khotan the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara and the protector deity Vaiśravana. Re-imagining themselves as the centre of their religious world became a surprisingly consistent feature of Khotanese culture (Van Schaik 2013, 2).  

Below, there is a list of some of the Auspicious Statues, many of which moved from India to Khotan (based on information in the manuscripts and captions texts of the Mògāo caves).  

---

30 For an interesting discussion of pre- and post-Buddhist conceptions of self-identity in Tibetan historiography, see Van Schaik 2013, 4f. These include self-descriptions as ‘barbarians’ or ‘demons’ before the conversion to Buddhism; by contrast, after the conversion, the civilizing effect of Buddhism is emphasized and eventually crowned by the appearance of a Tibetan Bodhisattva king (8): “The story involves the visit of two Khotanese monks to Tibet. The monks hope to see Avalokiteśvara face to face, and have been told that they may do so by travelling to Tibet and looking upon Songtsen Gampo, who is in fact Avalokiteśvara in person […].” More generally on the important role of Central Asia in the development of Buddhism, see Davidson 2002.

31 The most elaborate cave inscriptions can be found in D-MG 231 (dating from the period of Tibetan rule over Dùnhuáng); cf. Somyié 1984, 80-81 for an edition of the caption text.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auspicious Statues/Deities</th>
<th>Moved From</th>
<th>Moved To/Resides In</th>
<th>Sources/Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Śākyamuni Buddha</td>
<td>Gṛdhrakūṭa-parvata “Vulture Peak”</td>
<td>Oxhead Mountain</td>
<td>S.2113v1-2: Śākyamuni Buddha came from Gṛdhrakūṭa-parvata to Oxhead Mountain in order to proclaim the Dharma. D-MG 231 (south): right: this statue from Gṛdhrakūṭa-parvata to Oxhead Mountain Tableaux in Dūnhuàng: D-MG 9, 340, 454; YL 33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country of Kauśāmbi</td>
<td>Phema* east of Khotan</td>
<td>S.2113v11-12: Since the statue from the Country of Kauśāmbi to the City of Phema in the east of Khotan which is present today. Phema in the east of Khotan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ocean Eye Monastery of Khotan</td>
<td></td>
<td>S.2113v16-17: The white sandal image created face-to-face with (lit. “true countenance”) Śākyamuni Buddha was soaring through the air from Rājagṛha and settled in the Ocean Eye Monastery of Khotan (the hand of this statue grasps a kāṣāya).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country of Hàn</td>
<td>Kănchéng of Khotan</td>
<td>S.2113v18-19: The true countenance of the Buddha Śākyamuni made of white sandalwood soared through the air form the Country of Hàn and came to settle at Kănchéng (below, the statue’s hand grasps a kāṣāya).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Phema: * Oxhead Mountain

** In this context, “sublime” can be inferred from the context rather than being explicitly stated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUSPICIOUS STATUE/DEITIES</th>
<th>MOVED FROM</th>
<th>MOVED TO/RESIDES IN</th>
<th>SOURCES/REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 舍迦牟尼佛/Sākyamuni Buddha | 舍衛國 Śrāvasti | 固城 "Old City" [of Khotan] | S.2113v20: 舍迦牟尼佛從舍衛國騰空至固城住
[D-MG 231: right:於闐古城瑞像left:?] |
| 舍迦牟尼/Sākyamuni | 舍衛國 Śrāvasti | 于闐國城 City of Khotan | S.2113v31-32: 舍迦牟尼亦從舍衛國騰空同來于闐國城住 [手把袈裟]
Sākyamuni also soared through the air from Śrāvasti and came to settle in City of Khotan [the hand grasps a kāṣāya]
D-MG 72 (caption nearly identical) |
| 嵐波陀佛 (not identified Buddha) | 舍衛國 Śrāvasti | 于闐國城 City of Khotan | S.2113v32-34: 嵐波陀佛從舍衛國住騰空而同來在于闐國城人欽敬不可思議
[其像亦把袈裟]
Huībōtuó Buddha soared through the air from Śrāvasti and came together to settle in the City of Khotan; the reverence of the inhabitants of the city was inconceivable [below, the statue is slanted (?)]
D-MG 76 (partly damaged; extant text identical) |
| 迦葉佛 Kāśyapa Buddha (i.e., the Buddha prior to Sākyamuni) | 舍衛國 Śrāvasti | 于闐 Khotan | S.2113v36-37: 迦葉佛亦從舍衛國騰空而來于闐國人皆虔敬不可思議 [其像亦把袈裟]
Kāśyapa Buddha also soared through the air from Śrāvasti and came to Khotan; the reverence [to the statue] of the people was inconceivable [this statue also holds a kāṣāya]
P.3353r7-8: 迦葉佛亦從舍衛國騰空而來在于闐國人虔敬無不遂願 [...] the inhabitants revered it and there was not one whose wishes were not fulfilled
S.5659r10-11: 迦葉佛從舍衛國騰空而來在于闐國人虔敬無不遂願
D-MG 231: right: 迦葉佛從舍衛國騰空left:於闐城住 |
| 迴迦宋佛 Kāśyapa Buddha (?) | 舍衛國 Śrāvasti | 固城 "Old City" [of Khotan] | S.2113v21: 迴迦宋佛亦舍衛國來在于闐城住 [其像手捻袈裟]
Kāśyapa Buddha (?) also came from Śrāvasti and settled in the Old City [the hand of this statue holds the kāṣāya with its fingertips]
D-MG 76 (caption partly damaged)
D-MG 231 (north) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auspicious Stat-</th>
<th>Moved From</th>
<th>Moved To/Resides In</th>
<th>Sources/Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vipaśyin Buddha</td>
<td>Śrāvasti</td>
<td>Country of Khotan</td>
<td>P.3353r5: 𦽒婆尸佛[+從] 于闐国&lt;br&gt;Vipaśyin Buddha soared through the air from Śrāvasti and settled in the Country of Khotan; there were people whose veneration was inconceivable&lt;br&gt;S.5659: 𦽒婆尸佛[+從] 于闐国騰空而來在于闐國住有人欽仰不可思議&lt;br&gt;D-MG 231: (east)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiānǐjīāmōuní Buddha</td>
<td>Śrāvasti</td>
<td>固城 &quot;Old City&quot; [of Khotan]</td>
<td>S.2113v38-39: 伽倻佛-伽倻迦牟尼佛從舍衛國騰空而來在于闐國住&lt;br&gt;(note that there is a strikethrough of the preceding Kāśyapa Buddha)&lt;br&gt;D-MG 76 (caption damaged)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Protector deities**

The standard phrase for all the protectors: "Deity X protects the country of Khotan." The Sanskrit transcriptions of the names of the deities is based on Soymié 1984, 86. Protector deities and bodhisattvas are depicted in D-MG 9, 98, 152, 154

- **Deity Gaganasvara**
  - S.2113v48-49: 伽倻迦那莎利神守護于闐國

- **Deity Suvarṇāmāla**
  - S.2113v49-50: 莎那末利神守護于闐國<br>  - S.2113v50: 莎那摩利神守護于闐國

- **Heavenly Maiden Ankuśavatī**
  - S.2113v50: 阿隅闍天女守護闐國

- **Deity Vaiśravaṇa**
  - S.2113v51: 毘沙天王神守護于闐國

- **Deity Apārajīta**
  - S.2113v51: 阿婆羅質多神守護于闐國<br>  - P.3352r2: 阿婆羅質多神守護于闐國<br>  - S.5659r4: 阿婆羅質多神守護于闐國

- **Deity Mahākāla**
  - S.2113v52: 摩訶迦羅神守護于闐國

- **Heavenly Maiden Sthānavatī**
  - S.2113v52: 悉他那天女護于闐國<br>  - S.5659r8: 恭陀那天女守護于闐國

**Protector Bodhisattvas**

Same formula as in Protector deities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUOPSIS STAT-</th>
<th>MOVED FROM</th>
<th>MOVED TO/ RESIDES IN</th>
<th>SOURCES/REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vajragarbha Bodhisattva</strong>&lt;br&gt;Vajragarbha Bodhisattva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S.5659r1: 金剛藏菩薩護于闐國</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva</strong>&lt;br&gt;Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S.5659r14: 觀世音菩薩助于闐國</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bāotánhuā púsà</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bāotánhuā púsà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S.5659r14-15: 寶壇花菩薩助于闐國 (No reference to this Bodhisattva other than in a caption of D-MG 449)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**“NARRATIVES” MENTIONING KHOTAN**

| **The King of Khotan bathing Buddha’s Auspicious Statue in the river** | | | S.2113v22-23: 于闐王河浴佛瑞像身丈餘杖錫持鉢畫形布 (?)立[其像赤體立] The King of Khotan bathes the Auspicious Statue of the Buddha in the river; the body [of the statue] is more than [one] zhàng [in height; i.e. more than 3 meters]; he holds a monk’s staff and begging bowl; … (?) [this statue is naked and stands upright] |
| **Śāriputra and the Heavenly King Vaiśravaṇa of Khotan divide the ocean** | P.3352r11-12: 于闐國舍利弗毗沙門天王決海時 The scene when Śāriputra and the Heavenly King Vaiśravaṇa of Khotan divide the ocean D-MG 9, 237, 454 D-MG 231: right:于闐國舍利弗毗沙門天王決海時 |

*On Phema, which is probably identical with Kānchéng 坎城, see the long internet article on that location by Li 2015.

**Bāitán xiāng 白檀香 means lit. “fragrance of white sandalwood” (Hirakawa, 863: Skr. canda- gandha), since the wood was used as incense; however, here, the term refers to the wood (compare Zieme 2006, 70 who translates an Uighur parallel passage of 白檀香 as “weisses Sandelholz”). The term also appears on P.2799 and P.3835.

**Comments to the table:**

The table lists only those among the Auspicious Statues/deities with explicit references to Khotan. The list of corresponding depictions in the Mògāo caves is incomplete. The caption texts of cave D-MG 231 are added according to Zhāng 2012.

Translations are added in the “Remarks” column only to narrative portions (i.e., sections which add information to the record of movement of a statue). The text in square brackets is originally written in small characters in the manuscripts, and describes iconographic features of the statues.

Among the manuscripts, S.2113 – P.3033 and P.3352 – S.5659, respectively, show particular similarities. P.3352 and D-MG 72 show several parallel passages (for a table, see Zhāng 2012, 416); also S.2113 and D-MG 76 show many parallels (ibid., 419).
The Interconnection of Khotan and Dūnhuáng

In Dūnhuáng, the depiction of Khotanese protective deities is an iconographic element closely related to and often co-appearing with Auspicious Statues. Consequently, they will be discussed here briefly. Many key sūtras in China were also found as manuscript remains in Khotan, and references to the main protector Vaiśravaṇa can be found both in Khotan and Dūnhuáng. This combination of textual and visual sources is one of the indications that the ties between Khotan and Dūnhuáng were very close during extended periods. Especially after the Ān Lùshān rebellion (755–763) and its utterly devastating consequences for the Chinese government and general populace, the central Chinese government’s control was considerably weakened, and, as a consequence, ‘peripheral’ regions (such as Dūnhuáng in the Northwest) gained power and quasi-independence. Indeed, the

32 Caves D-MG 9, 340, 39, 45, 98, 100, 108, 126, 146, 342, 397, 401, 25, 454; YL 33 (for a detailed table with the various deities and their placement in the caves, see Zhāng 2005, 56).

33 E.g., panel fragments and drawings of Vaiśravaṇa (Kha. i. 50, preserved in the National Museum of India, Delhi; see Williams 1973, 132–135); for a painting inscribed in Khotanese and Chinese, showing Vaiśravaṇa and Srī, see Williams 1973, 134. Shrine DII at Dandan-uiliq (Dandan Oiliq) includes the depiction of Vaiśravaṇa treading on a red demon, i.e., the ‘Red-faces’, as the Tibetans were referred to in the Prophecy of Khotan (Thomas 1935, vol.1, 78; Chandra 2006, 11, 14: “The D.II shrine with the elegant mural of Hariti, of Vaisravana and of three other Lokapalas now lost, was a Temple of the Catur-maharaja based on the Suv. [Suvanaprabhāsa[uttamarāja] sūtra] for the protection of the kingdom of Khotan”). During recent excavations in Domoko (Dámǎgōu 达玛沟) between 2002 and 2010, a fragment of a mural in Temple 1 at Topulukdong was identified as Vaiśravaṇa depiction (however, this identification is doubted in Forte 2014).

34 See, for example, Mair 2012, 160 and Neelis 2012, 24. For a major recent study on Khotan-Dūnhuáng relations, see Róng and Zhū 2013 (since the present paper was already in publication when this work became accessible, the book could not be considered for the present study).

35 At the end of the eighth century, the government’s control over the Tarim Basin was lost.
weakness of the Chinese imperial bureaucracy was so great that Khotanese emissaries would at times refer to Dūnhuáng as ‘China,’ and send tribute there instead of to the capital (Hansen 2005, 37, analyzing Dūnhuáng remains on Khotanese tribute payments). After the Tibetans had occupied the area for more than 70 years, the so-called ‘Return to Righteousness Army’ (guīyì jūn 归義军) had regained Chinese control over Dūnhuáng in 848. This period,\textsuperscript{36} characterized by the rule of powerful local clans, lasted until approximately 1036, when the area was annexed by the armies of the Western Xià 西夏 Tanguts. Especially after the fall of the Táng Empire in 907, Dūnhuáng enjoyed nearly complete independence under the rule of the Cáo 曹 and Zhái 翟 families, and relations with Khotan as one of the key allies grew very close.\textsuperscript{37} These ties between Dūnhuáng and Khotan are also evidenced by the depiction of the King of Khotan on D-MG wall paintings.\textsuperscript{38} D-MG 98 is especially important in this context, and the painting of the king is situated in the main hall of the cave, wearing the cloth of a Chinese emperor. Indeed, the caption identifies him as the ‘owner of the cave’ (kūzhǔ 窟主) and confers ‘imperial’ attributes on him:

大朝大寶于闐國大聖大明天子 即是窟主

\textsuperscript{36} For major studies of this historical period, see Zhèng 1997 and Zhèng 2003. 

\textsuperscript{37} The large number of Khotanese people living in Dūnhuáng during the tenth century is also an indication for the close connections between the two areas of Khotan and Dūnhuáng (see Kumamoto 1996, Takata 2000, and van Schaik 2013, 14).

\textsuperscript{38} For a study of the iconographical motif of the King of Khotan, see Shā Wùtián 2006. For a detailed list of Mògāo Auspicious Statues relating to Khotan and the interrelatedness of motives at the various locations in the caves, see Zhāng 2005, 56 (including D-MG 9, 340, 39, 45, 98, 100, 108, 126, 146, 342, 397, 401, 25, 454).
The great sage and greatly enlightened Son of Heaven, of the Great Dynasty and Great Treasure, the Country of Khotan, is the very owner of the cave.

D-MG 98 was the family cave of Cáo Yíjīn 曹議金 and was constructed between 923 and 925. During that time, the Cáo family tried to secure allies in the area: to the west through marriage relations with the family of the King of Khotan, Lĭ Shèngtiān 李聖天 (Viśa Saṃbhava, r. 912–966), and to the east with Uighur rulers of Gānzhōu 甘州. The other caves probably show the same Khotanese king and, in YL 31, he is accompanied by his wife and a child (or possibly servant). D-MG 4 also includes a depiction of the king and his wife, the features resembling D-MG 98; the positioning of the figures in the cave is similar here (Zhāng 2005, 23). D-MG 454 shows another person, probably Viśa Saṃbhava’s successor Viśa Śūra (r. 966–977).39

As mentioned by Shā Wǔtián (2006, 23), in MG 220,40 the cave of a local dignity of Dūnhuáng, a special Manjuśrī painting was discovered, with features usually associated with Khotan. In the composition, Manjuśrī is not shown together with Samanthabhadra (the co-appearance of the two figures is a common feature of Dūnhuáng iconography), but is instead accompanied by a figure which probably depicts the king of Khotan. The depiction also lacks other iconographical features usually associated with Samanthabhadra. This ‘new’ iconography of Manjuśrī is also evidenced by depictions on manuscripts (e.g., Pelliot 4049). The same motif can be found in YL 19 (Five Dynasties) and YL 32. The theme of the Khotanese king also

39 In Khotanese, Dūnhuáng is referred to as Ṣācu; among the Tibetan texts on Khotan, a letter of Viśa Śūra to his uncle, the ruler of Dūnhuáng, is preserved (Bailey 1985: viii; see also van Schaik 2013, 14). Huò Dīliáng identifies the figure as the Uighur ruler of Gānzhōu (Tiānkèhàn 天可汗 ‘Heavenly Khan’).

40 For a major study on this cave, see Ning 2004.
appears in a scene of the famous and monumental ‘Mt. Oxhead map’ in MG 454; the captions related to Khotan read:

于闐王誠心禮請釋迦

The King of Khotan pays obeisance to Śākya [i.e., the Buddha] with an honest heart

毗盧遮那阿羅漢請于闐王修建德佛寺

Mahāvairocana [Buddha] and [?] arhats request the king of Khotan to repair the Virtue Buddha Temple

于闐國都城

The capital of the Country of Khotan

Whereas depictions of protective deities and other narratives on Khotan are frequently encountered from mid-Táng times onwards in the Mògāo caves, there is also evidence of these topics in Khotan itself, both in terms of literary production and iconographic representation. Among the findings, Shrine D II was connected to Vaiśravaṇa and the female deity Hāritī. The
Suvarṇaprabhāśa sūtra was probably one of the major inspirations for the development of these ideas, linking Buddhism with state government. As David Chappell notes, the text played an important role in state rituals of China and Japan, “[...] but the most striking feature of this form of Buddhist confession was the theistic function of the buddhas, who were asked to give protection and to forgive all evil deeds.” (Chappell 2004, 812) The compilation of the text in northern India or Central Asia is assumed to have occurred between the first and third centuries CE:

Most of the sūtra’s seemingly disparate parts share an emphasis upon the transformative power of the sūtra itself, represented as golden light that infuses its preachers and auditors. The role of the sūtra in protecting and sustaining the kingdom of the ruler who accords it appropriate respect is another dominant theme. (Ibid.)

Sanskrit fragments of the text were found in Khotan and were translated into Khotanese during the fifth/sixth century. From the mid-Táng period onwards, there are 11 Sūtra Transformation Tableaux of this text (Wu 1992, 129).

___________

42 Skr. Suvarṇaprabhāsottama sūtra/Suvarṇaprabhāsa[uttamārāja] sūtra, Ch. Jīng guāngmíng jīng 金光明經 (‘Golden Light sūtra’) or Jīn guāngmíng zuìshèng wáng jīng 金光明最勝王經, ed. in T.16, nos. 663, 664, 665. On this text, see Chappell 2004, vol.2, 722. For the very substantial remains of the Khotanese version of this text, see Skjærvø 2004. For a translation, see Emmerick 1992. For a recent major study of Khotanese-Chinese parallel texts (including translations into Modern Chinese), see Duàn Qīng 2013 (on the above text, see 185–201).
The Rescue of Khotan by Śāriputra and Vaiśravaṇa

The rescue of Khotan by Śāriputra and Vaiśravaṇa is one of the founding legends of Khotan, and the popular story was depicted in Dūnhuáng from the mid-Táng period onwards. It was often integrated in the Auspicious Statues assemblies and was also a mandatory element of Oxhead Mountain depictions. The narrative deals with the collaboration of Śāriputra, one of the foremost disciples of Buddha, and the protective deity Vaiśravaṇa, joining efforts in order to drain the lake covering the area of Khotan (for a synopsis of the story, see footnote 44). The emergence of the story on the walls of Dūnhuáng is significant because it does not appear in any canonical source, but seems to have developed as a local narrative of Khotan and eventually spread to Dūnhuáng based on the close connections between the two locations. Illustrations can be found in several caves, often together with images of other protective deities (hùguó tiānwáng 護國天王).

The topic of divine drainage also appears in a narrative of the Prophecy of Khotan: Only after the arrival of Śākyamuni in Khotan, the lake is drained.

---

43 Interestingly, Fǎxiǎn does not mention the founding legend of Khotan in his travel diary; possibly, the founding myths were not yet systemized at that time (see Deeg 2005, 88). Early elements of the legend about Buddha visiting Khotan can be traced to the beginning of the fifth century (the event was ‘sanctioned’ as historical fact through the production of the apocryphal Sūryagarbhavaipulya sūtra, Rìzàng fēn 日藏分 (part of T.14, no.397; see ibid.)). Concerning the veneration of statues, Fǎxiǎn gives an account of a festival with processions of the statues by each of the 14 monasteries on consecutive days (Deeg 2005, 92–93): “Dies könnte durchaus bedeuten, daß die Statuen sich auf die in den (späteren) Legenden vorkommenden Gestalten bezogen haben: der Buddha selbst, der Khotan besucht hat, Vaiśravaṇa, aus dessen Kopf der “Urkönig” Khotans, Sanu-Gostana, geboren wurde, Vairocana, der den Buddhismus ins Land gebracht hat, und andere.” For a very good contextualization of the founding legends in the Central Asian context, see Davidson 2002.

44 E.g., D-MG 237 (mid-Táng), D-MG 9 (Late Táng), YL 32 (Five Dynasties), D-MG 454 (Sòng).
The depiction of the topic is rather standardized, as the comparison between the illustrations in D-MG 237 from the mid-Táng (left), and D-MG 454 from the Sòng period (right) show. D-MG 237 also includes a caption text: ‘The scene of heavenly kings draining the ocean.’ Ms. Stein 2113 (middle) has the following entry: ‘Sāriputra and the deity Vaiśravaṇa draining the ocean and saving Khotan.’
FIGURE 10  Detail of the Oxhead Mountain tableau in Cave YL 33, reproduced with the permission of the Dūnhuáng Academy.
and protectors of the region are appointed. The topic of the rescue of Khotan is integrated in a monumental Oxhead Mountain depiction, including several narratives related to Khotan and the transmission of Buddhism (Fig. 7).

According to some interpretations, the story takes place in the time of Kāśyapa Buddha (Jiāshè Fó 迦葉佛). However, it is more likely that the narrative involves Śākyamuni and that the main motif is the conversion of the people of Khotan to Buddhism. In this story, one of the protagonists is an originally resentful nāga deity who demands offerings from the people every year. After Buddhism was adopted, the offerings were neglected, inciting the dragon’s fury, which consequently transformed the location into a huge lake. When Buddha witnessed the suffering of the people he sent his disciple Śāriputra to the location. Joining forces with Vaiśravaṇa, they opened the shores of the lake and released the water, transforming the area into a habitable place once again. As a consequence, Buddhism

45 For a list of these protectors, see Emmerick 1967, 3, 9, 13, and Chandra 2006, 3. The main protector is Vaiśravaṇa (Thomas 1935, 19, 21, 28; for more references, see Chandra 2006, 7–8), who also controls the army of yakṣas. The same text also states that Khotan was a country “where Indians and Chinese met” (Emmerick 1967, 21, 23). On the legend of draining lakes through deities in an interregional context, see Brough 1948 (observing a particularly close similarity between accounts of Khotan and Nepal). The Gośṛṅga-vyākaraṇa gives an account of Śākyamuni arriving at Gośṛṅga in Khotan. Seeing a great lake, he promises a great future for the location and orders Śāriputra and Vaiśravaṇa to use their monk’s staffs to drain the area: “[...] dried half of the mountain of Śa, and, taking it, set it down on the western side and made a great water course. The lake with its living beings they transferred into the middle of Śo-rtsan-po [a mountain (?) on the north of the lake]. In this way they disclosed the stūpa of Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da and the hill of Gośṛṅga and the land of Li.” (Brough 1948, 333, based on Thomas 1935, vol.1, 12–35).

46 Note that a minor iconographic ‘mistake’ can be observed in the depiction: the artist added a halo to the figure of Śāriputra on the left side (halos are usually reserved for buddhas and deities). He might have done so because the lower part of the tableau shows dozens of Auspicious Statues, all with halos. Since the figure of Śāriputra resembles some of the Auspicious Statues, he might have unconsciously added the halo.
started to flourish in the area. Similar stories were also recorded from other places, with different protagonists (i.e., in Nepal and Kashmir).

The story appeared during the mid-Táng (D-MG 231 and D-MG 237), and until the early Sòng it remained a popular theme in Dūnhuáng. It is often depicted in the entrance tunnels to the caves (e.g., D-MG 474). The narrative does not appear in ‘canonical’ sources but is recorded in Tibetan historiographies.\footnote{47}

**The Emergence of Vaiśravaṇa as a Protecting Deity of Khotan**

Before the appearance of the textual and visual narratives in Khotan and Dūnhuáng, it seems that Vaiśravaṇa was a deity of rather secondary importance in Asia, having only a supportive role rather than being featured as a main protagonist (see Pons 2014).\footnote{48} The *Dīrghāgama* has the following characterization of Vaiśravaṇa:

北方天王名毗沙門。領諸悅叉鬼。有大威德。有九十一子。亦字因陀羅。有大神力。此四天王護持世者。有大威德。身放光明。

\footnote{47} For the Tibetan version, see ms. Pelliot Tibétain 960; see also Zhāng 2008, 9.  
\footnote{48} Vaiśravaṇa also appears in non-canonical material discovered among the Dūnhuáng manuscripts, e.g., *Fó shuō běifāng dàshèng Píshāmén tiānwáng jīng* 佛說北方大乘毗沙門天王經, *Píshāmén yuánqǐ* 毘沙門緣起, *Píshāmén shénmǔ jīng* 毘沙門神母經 (see Chén Huáiyǔ 1987: 149, fn.41). On studies of earlier iconographies of Vaiśravaṇa (Bharhut, Sāñcī, Dandan Uiliq), see Filigenzi & Maggi (2008, 84), who also point out the features which transformed the iconography in a local context. For a major study on Vaiśravaṇa, tracing the developments in India, China, and Japan, see Granoff 1970.
The Heavenly King of the Northern Region is called Pīshāmén (Vaiśravaṇa). He is leading the yakṣa demons and has great powers. He has 91 sons and is also referred to as Yīntuóluó (Indra), having great supernatural powers. These four Heavenly Kings protect the world and are in possession of great powers. Their bodies emit light. (T.1, no.1: 80a6–8)

The protection of locations and, more generally, of the state by powerful deities developed into a very important feature of East Asian Buddhism, and the gods of the four directions played a major role in this respect.\[^{49}\]

According to sources in old Uighur of the tenth century, Vaiśravaṇa (> Vaiśrāvari) was also a protector of the Buddhist clergy.\[^{50}\] The encyclopedic Făyuàn zhūlín 法苑珠林 (668) provides early reference to Vaiśravaṇa in the Chinese context (see fascicle 39), giving a report of the construction of a temple in (today's) Nánjīng 南京 in 474, with a relic and the painted figures of Kapila Devarāja and Vaiśravaṇa:

This is our first reference to the Guardian King of the North. It is conceivable that he was painted with his companion on the rear surface of the wall behind the main image, so to face the rear door, and stand guard against the especially malign influences that might threaten from the North; i.e. in the position of the threatening Vajra-bearer at the rear of the eight century Hokkedō of Tōdaiji, at Nara in Japan. (Soper 1959, 56)

\[^{49}\] Skr. catur mahārāja; usually referred to as the ‘Four Heavenly Kings’ (sì tiānwáng 四天王) or the ‘Four Great Heavenly Kings’ (sì dà tiānwáng 四大天王) in Chinese; the fours lokapālas and their respective directions are as follows: Dṛ̤htarāṣṭra (east), Virūḍhaka (south), Virūpākṣa (west), and Vaiśravaṇa (north).

\[^{50}\] See Zieme 2006, 8, 31, who argues that the Āṭānāṭikasūtra/Āṭānāṭikahṛdaya is basically the same concise text as the later (Fó shūo) Pīshāmén tiānwáng jīng (佛說毘沙門天王經), Sūtra on the Heavenly King Vaiśravaṇa spoken by the Buddha, (*Vaiśravaṇa-devarāja-sūtra, T.21, no.1245; translated in the late tenth century).
The protector also appears on a stele at Shàolín 少林 Monastery in Hénán Province, erected in 535. The main niche is occupied by Śākyamuni, accompanied by Avalokiteśvara and Mañjuśrī bodhisattvas, while the figures of Brahmā and Vaiśravaṇa appear in the arch frame. The Seven Buddhas are spread in small niches across the top (128); this is of significance because in Dūnhuáng depictions, the draining of the Khotanese lake by Śāriputra and Vaiśravaṇa includes the iconographic feature of seven small Buddha statues floating in the water. As such, cross-regional iconographic features stretching from Khotan to Dūnhuáng and central China seem to have been established at an early time already, and the Vaiśravaṇa cult was spreading swiftly to these regions. The importance of Vaiśravaṇa in China can be also deduced from an edict issued by Emperor Wŭ of the Liáng Dynasty in 513, exempting animal sacrifices to the lokapālas from a general ban of these practices (229). The iconographical representations of Vaiśravaṇa also spread from the center to the Sìchuān region in southwestern China from the mid-Táng period onwards (with many sculptures in the area of Chéngdū, as protector against calamities, usually together with the 1000-armed Avalokiteśvara).

Among the manuscript findings from Dūnhuáng, there are several items containing elaborate paintings and drawings of the deity. Simultaneously to the development of Vaiśravaṇa into a main deity of the area of Khotan, significant changes of the iconographical representation are observable.

The iconography of Vaiśravaṇa shows resemblances with depictions preserved among the Dūnhuáng Tibetan manuscripts (Pelliot Tibetan 2222, 2223, 2224). In some of these paintings, as well as on the Stein Silk

51 On Sìchuān as an early center of the Vaiśravaṇa cult, see Granoff 1970, 155. The author also emphasizes the role of esoteric masters, such as Amogavajra, in the spread of the cult in China (149). Another indication of the quick spread is the early introduction to Japan in the ninth century (144).
painting 133, the Earth Goddess (Pṛthivī) is supporting the feet of the deity. This is a feature unattested in previous iconography on Vaiśravaṇa.  

On Pelliot 4518(27), there are two additional figures, one to the right, one to the left, and a kneeling donor on the lower right side. Vaiśravaṇa is holding a lance in his right hand and a stūpa with his left. To his left is probably a Dharma-protecting Gandharva (Qiándápó 乾達婆), wearing the skin of a tiger, with the left hand holding a ‘golden mouse’ (jīn shŭ 金鼠) and the fingers of the right hand pinching a silken thread. To his right is Lakṣmī/Srīdevī (Gōngdé tiān 功德天), wearing non-Chinese clothes, 

52 Pṛthivī appearing from the ground is usually associated with the iconography of the temptation of the meditating Buddha by the Demon King Māra. As pointed out by Filigenzi and Maggi (2008, 83), this motif alludes to the founding myth of the dynasty of Khotanese kings: “The presence of the earth goddess is reminiscent of the legendary origin of the royal lineage, according to which Vaiśravaṇa would have granted a son to the childless king of Khotan. This child refused normal milk and so was suckled by a breast emerging from the earth.” For a thorough comparative study of the iconography, see Granoff 1970.

53 The structure does not show the usual features of a stūpa. Possibly, it depicts a ‘family-stūpa,’ which, according to Fǎxiān, was a popular object of devotion in many individual households of Khotan (on this practice, see Deeg 2005, 69). However, this interpretation is purely speculative.

54 On narratives concerning the ‘golden rat,’ see the entry on ‘金鼠’ in Dīng Fúbǎo 1984.

55 It is actually not quite clear what this refers to; possibly, it is an allusion to the following narrative, which also features a mouse and a thread. Fǎxiān records a narrative according to which heretics start a denunciation campaign against the Buddha. They convince the female ascetic Ciñcāmānavikā to visit the Buddha in Jetavana and not to return before the next morning, pretending to have spent the night with him. Consequently, she fakes a pregnancy by binding an object on her belly. Śakra is enraged and transforms into a mouse, gnawing through the thread holding the object in front of her belly in place. For her attempt of deceit, she is submerged into hell (Deeg 2005, 310-311). However, it is not quite clear to me why this story should be alluded to in the Vaiśravaṇa iconography. It is more likely that the rat might be a reference to stories in which these animals contributed to the defeat of enemy armies by eating their arms (on details of this narrative and the connection with the Vaiśravana cult, see Granoff 1970, 150).

56 Shā Wǔtián (2006) identifies the female figure as Lakṣmī, who symbolizes the attainment of wealth. From early on, Lakṣmī became an important deity in Japan as well (based on
possibly a Khotanese dress. Opposite the donor is the depiction of a Vināyaka (Pīnàỳèjīā 毗那夜加) with the head of an elephant.\textsuperscript{57}

The painting has bilingual inscriptions, two in Chinese and one in Khotanese. The Chinese inscriptions are as follows:

王上卿天王 / 一心供養

Offered singly-mindedly by the \textit{devarāja} Hvāṃ’ Śāṃ Khīṅā (> Wáng Shàngqīng)

一心供養張 / 儒(者 ?)\textsuperscript{58}

Single-mindedly offered by Zhāng Rǔ (?) ...\textsuperscript{59}

There are also three lines of Khotanese text; the painting probably dates from the tenth century (the ‘Year of the Hare’ would correspond to 943):\textsuperscript{60}

\begin{align*}
\text{Hvāṃ’:śām-khīṅā pasti pī de, bu’ysye jsīna} \\
\text{Priyavgā vdiśāyā. sahaicā salya} \\
\text{Didye māśta iomye haḍai navda}
\end{align*}

Hvāṃ’: Śām-Khīṅā ordered (this painting of Vaiśravaṇa) to be

the Lakṣmī chapter of the \textit{Konkōmyō saishōkyō} 金光明最勝王經.

\textsuperscript{57} Vināyaka is an alternative name for the elephant god Ganeśa.

\textsuperscript{58} For an edition of the inscriptions, see Dudbridge & Emmerick 1978, 283–285. The second Chinese caption is right above the depiction of the donor. The Khotanese transcription and translation is according to Filigenzi and Maggi (2008, 85).

\textsuperscript{59} The last character is difficult to read, possibly being a 者.

\textsuperscript{60} Zhāng and Róng (1986) provide a Chinese translation of the Khotanese caption: 王上卿令绘( 此图)，惟愿长生福庆，( 卯) 兔年三月十日敬讫.
Stein painting 245 shows the image of Vaiśravana printed for Cáo Yuánzhōng; the Earth Goddess is also depicted in this composition, supporting the deity’s feet. In addition to Lakṣmī, there is a Yakṣa to his upper left, holding a small boy. On the lower part of the print there is the dedication text by Cáo Yuánzhōng.

Reflections on the Appearance of the Auspicious Statues

From the mid-Táng period onwards, the focus of Buddhist art in the Mògāo caves of Dūnhuáng had shifted to the large-format Transformation Tableaux, illustrating key Mahāyāna texts. Simultaneously, there is evidence of increasing interest in relating to the ‘origins’ of Buddhism, its transfer to China, and its localization in the ‘Eastern regions.’ On the one hand, the historiographical projections reflect a deep fascination with pilgrim travels and their descriptions of important Buddhist locations in their travel diaries (Dūnhuáng was an important city for pilgrims on their route to India and for Indian and Central Asian monks and translators on their way to the Chinese capitals), as well as key events described in Chinese Buddhist historiographies. In these types of narratives, the transmission is clearly

---

61 It should be mentioned here that the Transformation Tableaux were depicted throughout China in caves and monasteries during the Táng period (probably spreading from the Chinese central areas to Dūnhuáng). However, very few original monastic structures have survived and, thus, the existence of the tableaux must be mainly deducted from literary sources. A very useful study of literary sources concerning murals in Táng and Five Dynasties monasteries is Mǎ 2012.
based on human agents and concrete movements between locations related to the biography of the founder of the religion. The narratives also reflect a period of ‘consolidation’ and looking back, trying to connect the firmly established Chinese varieties of Buddhism with their ‘origins’ in India. These are certainly indications of ‘sinization’ processes, and ‘Chinese’ Buddhism (and forms of localized Buddhism(s) in the Tarim Basin and the northwestern regions) are connected and at the same time demarcated from the ‘origin.’ In this paper, the focus was on the issue of both real and projected transmission processes (especially via Khotan), on imaginations related to the coming of Buddhism to the Tarim Basin and China, as well as on motives of conversion and protection in the form of narratives rationalizing the long-term establishment of Buddhism in these regions.

Surveying the extant material in Dūnhuáng, many questions remain. The development of the Vaiśravaṇa cult in China and Dūnhuáng can be traced rather convincingly and is also clearly reflected in remains from Khotan. Certain questions remain, however: when exactly did the Vaiśravaṇa cult in Khotan arise; was it in fact earlier than in China? Did it spread from there to China? The exact timeline of developments is also problematic with regard to the founding legends of Khotan. Indeed, when exactly did these legends arise? The greatest puzzle, however, are the Auspicious Statues. They are an important iconographic genre in the Mògāo caves and are also reflected in the Dūnhuáng manuscript remains. Alternative sources, however, are scarce (except for the ‘master narrative,’ the Udayana Statue) and do not seem to be reflected in material from Khotan at all. Most of the Dūnhuáng representations of the statues date from a period when Dūnhuáng-Khotan relations were very close. Are they mere projections of the significance of Khotan concerning the transmission of Buddhism? Or do the narratives rooted in Khotanese legends point to the arrival of Auspicious Statues? Indeed, we do not really require any additional material in order to explain
the appearance of most of the approximately three dozen statues. With a few exceptions, the narratives can be traced to the reports on famous statues recorded in the travel logs of Chinese monks.

There are complex dynamics developing based on a variety of factors, and in the case study of Vaiśravaṇa, the socio-political context plays a significant role. The promotion of Vaiśravaṇa to the main protective deity of Khotan not only triggered a set of new narratives but also significant changes in the iconography (as well as the elements and agents included in the depictions). The paintings at Dūnhuáng, Mògāo in the tenth century made the political and exogamous relations even more explicit. This might be one of the reasons why the depictions often do not programmatically relate to other elements in the caves.62

Contextualization and Final Reflections

Beginning from the seventh century, historical projections found in the Dūnhuáng area in the form of iconographic representations and popular narratives are paralleled on a more scholastic and sectarian level by the production of transmission histories, especially in the context of the early Tiāntái 天台 and Chán 禪 movements. It was common in these approaches to attempt to connect to the ‘source’ (both imagined and as a concrete location during pilgrim travels) and, at the same time, establish an individual

62 The relationships between the paintings on the walls of the Buddha niches and their respective icons are difficult to determine, since very frequently the icons of the niches are not extant (Sūn Xiūshēn 1986, 17). But it is unlikely that corresponding Auspicious Statues were placed in these Buddha niches. As was pointed out by Schmid (2006), there is of course a difference between images which directly refer to divinities and “painted Auspicious Images” in Dūnhuáng, which refer to the statues of the divinities. They are often situated between the beams dividing the ceiling of the niches into sections.
“Chinese” Buddhist identity, thereby firmly localizing Buddhism in its new environments. The exact circumstances of these complex developments—and whether there is a connection between them—requires more thorough studies, and the emergence of alternative transmission narratives (as exemplified by the legends concerning the foundation of Khotan and, much later, the flying buddhas/bodhisattvas as depicted in Dūnhuáng) are possibly related to historical events at locations along the Silk Road and subsequent larger transformations in these areas.\(^6^3\)

Recently, Claudia Wenzel (2011) published an interesting study on ‘iconic’ and ‘aniconic’ traditions in India and China, and discussed various types of image cult and differing attitudes towards image production in China. She emphasizes the significance of the origin of images (exemplified by the widespread Aśoka image cult; 279). This raises the more general question of where the ‘true countenance’ (zhēnróng 真容; 281) of the Buddha can be found, either in iconic (and, more specifically, in which one) or aniconic forms (e.g., beyond images and texts).

It is safe to say that this tension between extreme image veneration, on the one hand, and the focus on the “formless” features of true Buddhahood beyond any spatial and temporal restrictions (Buddha in the aspect of dharmadhātu), on the other, were important driving forces in the development of Chinese Buddhism. Auspicious Statues were thought to incorporate the qualities and powers of their origin. They were the ideal medium to represent aspects of origin, transmission, and relocation. As in the context of sectarian transmission histories of Tiāntái and Chán (although achieved through different means, media, and genres), there is

\(^{63}\) An early example is the fall of the Kushan Empire and the subsequent weakening of the relations with India. As Johan Elverskog has pointed out (personal communication), actual relics were perhaps no longer so easily accessible, and new methods of relating to the sacred were needed.
an emphasis on the following feature: there is no decline of quality in the transmission of the Buddha-Dharma based on the distance in time and space. On the contrary, the “true Dharma” (or, as Chán Buddhists would say, the “Buddha Mind,” fóxīn 佛心) had arrived at a new location (e.g. Khotan or China). This concept is indeed very different from theories concerning the gradual decline of Buddhism or the final period of the Dharma (mòfǎ 末法), very popular in China from the fifth/sixth century onwards. According to these theories, temporal and spatial distance from Śākyamuni Buddha necessarily will entail a decline and thinning out of his teachings, and this temporal process is frequently specified numerically in several scriptures. Only the appearance of a new Buddha (i.e., Maitreya) can “refresh” the power of the Dharma.

Since Auspicious Statues were thought to have been ultimately created “face to face” with the Buddha or their “original,” they consequently incorporated his powers (one could even go as far as stating that they were his “doubles”). The emergence of these narratives are highly interesting, since, on the one hand, they seem to fulfill similar functions as relics, i.e., they can be moved and distributed, are related to locations, and are the object of worship. On the other hand, Auspicious Statues are not remains, but representations of Śākyamuni (and other bodhisattvas and sages) when alive. They are self-aware and in possession of independent willpower. Auspicious Statues have the ability to determine their movements and can directly react to the needs of worshippers in specific situations. On a more metaphorical level, one could say that they represent a living and actualized Dharma. Whereas the spatial dimension of transfer is very concrete (i.e., the movement from X to Y), the temporal dimension is nearly reduced to simultaneity between the beginning and the end of this movement. In contrast to the lengthy and strenuous travels of the pilgrims visiting the various Buddhist places, the statues are airborne and are transferred.
speedily from their origin in India (or wherever they come from) to their point of destination. Indeed, instantaneous movement through the air also bridges the gap between “center” and “periphery” (i.e., the original of the center becomes the original of the periphery) and, as such, transcends gaps in space and time.

Originally emerging from one master narrative (the Udayana image), a variety of stories concerning Auspicious Statues emerged in the form of “mirror narratives,” which structurally show great similarities but employ different sets of protagonists. Common to all of these narratives are the distinct features of mobility and the ability to move through the air extremely fast (“move and reside,” as frequently seen in the captions and the descriptions in the manuscripts). Whereas many of the mirror narratives, as depicted in the Mògāo caves and described in a number of manuscript texts, mention well-known buddhas and bodhisattvas, there are also Auspicious Statues which have not yet been identified and probably reflect local legends and narratives not extant any more.

Transmission theories and soteriological schemes developing from roughly the early Táng period onwards (and drawing from earlier discourses, for example on the Buddha-nature and the purity of mind theories) elegantly bypass the gaps in space and time and the remoteness to the time of Śākyamuni. In the case of Auspicious Statues, this is achieved through the creation of images of being “face-to-face” with Buddha (or other sages), and, consequently, of acting on behalf of their origin. As compared to developments on a more scholastic level, a similar emphasis on immediacy and relocation of the Buddha’s “essence” into new environments is observable; in Chán Buddhist historiographies, for example, this works through the assumption of a transmission which takes place “from mind-to-mind.” The early Chán transmission histories date from around the late seventh and the beginning of the eighth century and construct a lineage
connecting the Chinese “patriarchs” and famous masters with a sequence of Indian patriarchs and the Buddha himself (in addition to several buddhas of the past). These early records were not transmitted after the emergence of more standardized accounts during the end of the Táng and early Sòng periods, but are fortunately preserved among the Dūnhuāng manuscripts. In contrast to the transfer and transmission discussed in the framework of Auspicious Statues here, Chán transmission had a great focus on an uninterrupted sequence of individuals, inheriting and passing on the very Buddha-mind. As such, the very essence of Śākyamuni is thought to be transferred from India to China, implying that the essence of the Buddha finally arrived in China. There are certainly similarities to the concept of the “actualized” Buddha or Bodhisattva as manifested in the form of Auspicious Statues. In future studies, this aspect of “instantaneous” transmission and the de-emphasis of the temporal dimension in Chinese Buddhism⁶⁴ (and, as a consequence, the weakening of the basic Buddhist tenet of cause and effect, which is heavily time-dependent), as well as the numerous soteriological “short-cut” approaches developing during the Táng Dynasty, must be contextualized in much greater detail.⁶⁵

Another focus of this paper, and closely connected to the popularity of the theme of Auspicious Statues, was the area of Khotan and its relationship to Dūnhuāng. The area of Khotan seems to have played a decisive role in the spread of Auspicious Statues narratives to Tibet and China; although, at this point, this cannot be verified through archeological remains. In

⁶⁴ Concerning the disappearance of the temporal dimensions in medieval Chinese and, by consequence, the workings of cause and effect, I am indebted to discussions with Jörg Plassen (Ruhr-Universität Bochum) on this subject.

⁶⁵ Including the countless short apocryphal sūtras which instruct the reader on their own soteriological efficacy (generated by the mere act of reading and copying); the self-referential features in these texts are drawn to a fascinating extreme, to my knowledge previously unattested in Buddhist literature.
Dūnhuáng, both the close political ties as well as the significance of Khotan for the transmission of Buddhism to China are clearly reflected. Through this translocal network, new narratives and iconographic representations were generated, such as the numerous paintings of Khotanese protective deities, stories on conversion in the area of Khotan, and accounts of the movement of Auspicious statues to that location. Khotan also seems to have been a key location in the dissemination of important scriptures, concepts, and cults. The sources also allow us direct insight into the dynamics of politics and religion, including the emergence and spread of new sets of narratives and forms of iconographical representation. The popularity of the depiction of Auspicious Statues in Dūnhuáng can be related to the close political ties with Khotan. This is also supported by the fact that Auspicious Statues lost their significance in the art of Dūnhuáng after the decline of the close relations to Khotan.
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